
Spring Creek Golf Course 
Gordonsville, Virginia 

 
Architect: Ed Carton (2006) 
 
Tees  Par Yardage      Rating     Slope 
Marble  72          6673          73.2        145 
Onyx  72   6197           70.9        138 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 Spring Creek Golf Course was created to support a high end housing community about seventeen miles 
east of Charlottesville.  When it came on line the economic infarction of the time seems to have upset real estate 
sales, yet this course has design quality and integrity that should make it a success as a fee course until that 
trend turns around.  Ed Carton has considerable deputy experience with Tom Fazio and it shows in the 
presentation of this course.  Like his mentor this course is visually pleasing and seems to fit into the regional 
topography very comfortably.    The course has won some instant national recognition by the national golf 
magazines and has been favorably compared in reviews to the other jewel of Virginia, Lester George’s  very 
private Kinloch Golf Club outside of Richmond.  The difference is this place is totally accessible to the fee 
paying public. 
 
 For a residential community course this has a modern design characteristic rarely seen in these type of 
developments-generous hole setbacks from the residential lots.  The owner, Charles Kincannon, showed great 
discipline in allowing the design team to employ such setbacks which make the holes seem very comfortable in 
their surroundings without visual encroachment.  Given the dramatic topography on which this course is built 
that has resulted in holes of stunning visual stature as well as tactical uniqueness. 
 
 The most obvious characteristic is the generous use of sand throughout the course.  This is an expensive 
design decision but, as you see on Fazio style courses, free form expansive bunkering is a visual accent that can 
be psychologically intimidating and provide tactical parameters that challenge the golfers as well.  My wife said 
on about the eighth hole, there must have been no sand left in Virginia Beach once this course opened for play.  
Most interesting is that she played the entire 18 holes and was not in a single bunker-now that is good design.   
 
 Another unique characteristic for this region is the choice of bent grass for the fairways and tees.  Zoysia 
and Bermuda grasses are usually the choice when you get this far South but the bent works well and it displays 
beautifully when it is well maintained and manicured as it is out here.  There is also the clever use of indigenous 
rock accenting some of the low creeks, crossing bridges, and the high areas behind some greens.  Given the 
severity of the topography this stone softens many of  the visual transitions that were required. 
 
 The greens themselves may be the most unique part of this design.  They are vast, sprawling green 
surfaces with lots of facet and undulations.  The speed on these greens, especially down the slopes, can be 
disarming.  You need to play this course a number of times to understand the tactical requirement of your 
approach positions into these greens.  On many holes the greens have fall offs in more than one direction or 
insidious little donut depressions that feed to side pitching areas.  Knowing how to negotiate these and leave 
yourself an uphill putt you can play aggressively is the secret to scoring well.  The pro told me before I played  



that the yardage on the card belies the difficulty that the rating and slope indicates.  The need to be able to 
approach these greens with a club you can control is critical so pick your tee length conservatively if you want 
to enjoy your day. 
 
 The front side starts with a wonderful challenging par four that will set the tone that ball control and 
accuracy are at a premium.  The next two holes, a very technical par five and a seemingly innocuous par four 
that is in fact the first handicap hole will serve to reiterate that notion.  From four to nine, with the exception of 
a bear of a challenge on six, the yardage will not overwhelm you but don’t be lulled into a sense of security, 
good planning and articulate shot execution will be rewarded. 
 
 Once you turn to the inward nine the adrenaline rush will begin on the tenth tee.  This is an old classic 
style 90 degree dogleg right which means it is all about position off the tee followed by an aggressive uphill 
carry shot into a well guarded green.  The next three holes are very interesting technical holes that present your 
best scoring opportunity run of the day.  On the fourteenth tee you will witness the anti-gravitational moment  
of being atop of the highest point of your favorite thrill ride.  Other than a reprieve on the short par three 
seventeenth from this point it is just one G-force experience after another that will exhaust your strength and 
test your resolve all the way to the house.  The eighteenth hole, a wild and wooly par five that is a hooker’s 
nightmare, is one of the most difficult holes you can face if you need a par to close out a match.  Just a terrific 
exclamation point for a course that has no shortage of thrills and spills. 
 
 If I have any criticism it is the array of par threes.  All four of them play within one club of each other so 
the yardage demand on the short holes does not vary much at all.  The four par threes are of distinct characters 
but they are probably the least interesting offerings of the day for me. 
 
 What sets this course apart for me is that, for an architect without a vast resume of his own courses to 
fall back on, Barton has succeeded in putting together 18 wonderful holes that work well together.  You would 
think in such an early effort there would be at least two or three holes that either did not fit in or just did not 
work.  Cannot say that about this place, every hole seems to fit the motif and there is not a single hole out there 
that will fail to stimulate your aesthetic and athletic sensibilities.  This place may seem out of the way but it is 
well worth the effort to seek it out and play it more than once. 
 
 
 
Hole By Hole: (Marble/Onyx) 
 
 
#1  Par 4 425/389 yards   
 
 Good challenge on the opening hole.  Dog left around a large bunker on the corner calls for a  drive right 
center toward through bunker to a plateau landing area.  Green tucked to the left behind another long bunker.  
This green has a general incline from back left to front right but there is a heel print in the front left that if they 
put the pin there it is a real phone booth and you will need to don your red cape to get at it.  Since it is the 
opening hole I would hit the approach to right center and putt from there.  No need for heroics this early. 
 
 
 



#2 Par 5 532/499 
 
 This is a very segmented par five so you have to fit your shots here like puzzle pieces.   Drive is right 
center at the bunker you see through the fairway which should ground draw to the area just short of the cross 
hazard.  Now fit your lay up just beyond the bunker at about 150 and right of the bunker on left at 110.  Green is 
diagonally set behind another bunker on the right front and tips from back right to front left.  If you are paying 
attention, you will notice a sharp fall off left of the green-it falls towards some nasty down there-so try to work 
your approach up the green to the right.  A small shelf was created on the top right corner of the green for the 
club championship pin position.  If they put the flag there play to center and putt up the ridge. 
 
#3 Par 4 430/389   
 
 Just a great looking hole here-fairly straight but you have to control your ball.  Drive across some 
environmental stuff to center between the bunkers.  Second must carry a walled creek that crosses at about 65 
yards from the green.  Green sits slightly to the left behind one humongous bunker shaped like an alien 
gingerbread man.  You may not feel it from the fairway but the green is below you on the approach-not sure it 
affects the length of the shot required at all.  The green falls away from you and to the back left corner.  The 
ground will work a draw toward a flag center or left.  If you come in a little to hard you can funnel off that back 
left corner but it is an elementary pitch coming back to the flag.  Be aggressive on this hole-I think it is a 
scoring opportunity in spite of the low handicap rating. 
 
#4 Par 4 362/317   
 
 This is a very cool short four par that requires discipline, all of it’s obvious issues are on the right.  I like 
a three wood here with a slight fade to a landing area adjacent to bunker on the right.  Green is fairly naked 
except for a bunker front right but it has very interesting contours that make it challenging to get it close even 
with a short club in your hand.  Green has a high shelf back left but the predominant lean is 2 to 8 and feeds into 
a grassy containment hollow left of the green. 
 
#5 Par 3 167/155 
 

Very visual short hole the first of four par threes that play pretty much within a club of each other.  
Green is below the teeing ground but it is not more than ½ a club less.  Best shot is a draw across an 
environmental area to a green set on a diagonal from 5 to 11.  A ridge bisects the green creating a pitch to the 
back starting about half way back and a pitch forward in front of the ridge.  Bunkers on all sides will collect 
wayward efforts.  This is a beautiful hole to watch your ball flight as it falls from the tee to the green. 
 
#6 Par 4 394/369 
 
 In spite of the handicap numbering I think this is the hardest hole on the front side.  It is a very awkward 
drive and second shot into a green the size of lower Manhattan.  A lot can go wrong here so play carefully with 
intent.  From the elevated tee drive it across a dip to a landing area just left of the massive bunker that defines 
the corner of the dogleg right.  The landing area leans to the left so you cannot overcook a draw here or the ball 
will tumble down the side bank toward the woods.  The green is very long and sits well above you on a 7 to 1 
angle with a massive bunker imperiling the right side of the green.  Hit a firm cut into the green that widens as it 



gets deeper.  This green has a severe up ramp to it so balls not hit with conviction will not reach the flag.  A 
bogey here is not an embarrassment. 
 
#7 Par 4 426/380 
 
 A fascinating hole that plays much different depending on the tee you are playing.  The predominant 
lean in the driving area below you is left to right off the big bunker but if you can really haul one you can pass 
that bunker and have it trundle down the hill to leave a much shorter shot into the green.  From the Onyx tee 
box the trees on the right encroach the tee ball line and force you to hit a fade to left center where as the Marble 
box leaves enough room for a tight draw against the hill.  Now you get a look at a long ramped green with a 
distinct lean from back right to front left that drapes across the top of a big bunker.  Major bail out area short 
and left of the green but it is no bargain to get up and down from there.  Anything in the front bunker is a bogey 
for sure. 
 
#8 Par 3 151/139 
 
 Short downhill three par with a 40 yard long green that sits on a diagonal adjacent to a large bunker 
fronting the full left side.  It is definitely one club less for the elevation change-you just have to find the touch 
down point for the tee shot that will let it feed to the position of the pin.  Pretty fundamental pitch and putt type 
hole-you should make a par here. 
 
#9 Par 5 495/467 
 
 Great looking shortish five par that will give you pause to think about reaching it in two.  Drive to center 
of landing area.  You now either go for the bunkerless green or lay up to a narrow area just inside 100 across 
two flanking bunkers.   With the distinct downslope all the way in I think it is a green light if you are inside of 
240.   Nice bail out area just below the green to the left  Green has some unusual undulation to it, set on a 5 to 
11 diagonal and slopes from back right toward the front left.  There is a has a bit of a donut hole fall off in the 
left center above the pitching area.  This hole should give you another scoring opportunity to close out the 
outward nine. 
 
#10 Par 4 423/384 
 
 It may be hard to imagine but the back nine is more dramatic than the front.  The topography is much 
more abrupt on the back and the holes have real drama that comes with the elevation changes.  This is one of 
my top three holes on the course-just an old style uphill 90 degree dogleg right.  The bunkers that Oreo the 
driving area make it a precision strike from the tee.  Drive across the environmental area and land it  between 
the bunker on the right and the one through the fairway on the left.  If you end up on the left side of this fairway 
you will have a blind approach.  The second is an uphill fade carry across a bunker on the left about 80 yards 
short of the green and a bunker just in front on the right.  There is a serious false front on the front left corner of 
the green so anything hitting short will fall back to the bottom of the hill.  Ramped green front to back and 
surrounded by tall mounds give this almost an Irish dell effect.  Just a wonderful hole that demands four great 
shots to make a par. 
 
 
 



#11 Par 4 377/353 
 
 Another very unusual slight dog ear right with just a touch of danger.  There is a walled creek that will 
get into your head bisecting the driving area from the left.  You want your drive to end up left center against the 
lean of the fairway.  From there you have an open look at a green set slightly above you and to the right.  Good 
news is there is only rough between you and the green-bad news is the rough front right is gnarly and about a 
story and a half below the putting surface.  Pretty much have to elevate the approach all the way to the center of 
the green and let the green banking hold it.    
 
#12 Par 5 514/499 
 
 This reverse Z par five should provide a reprieve for your scorecard.  Drive is right of the bunker 
flanking landing area on the left to the top of the hill that looks down toward the green.  It is tempting to think 
about going for this in two since it is downhill and apparently reachable, but it would require full carry over the 
layered sea of bunkers on the right the last 90 yards.  Sensible lay up is to about 90 on the left side of the 
fairway to get a peek at the green tucked back to the right.  The green is 42 yards long with a ridge splitting the 
center so a pitch from the left is an up and over job to a back pin.  The back right of the green has a containment 
banking to accommodate that type of shot.  Looking back up the hill from the green accentuates how much the 
green sits below the drive landing area. 
 
#13 Par 3 175/150 
 
 Very pretty look from this tee across an environmental divide at a green with three distinct 
neighborhoods.  Short carry to an anvil shaped green pinched by fronting bunkers both sides.  Front lobe of the 
anvil is a false front-green widens behind the bunkers.  The back left section is a high ledge that would be 
difficult to get at-the right section is lower and you should be able to feed into it with a tee shot right center.   
 
#14 Par 4 412/379 
 
 From here on you are in for a Six Flags roller coaster adrenaline rush all the way to the house.  This is 
the coolest hole out here both visually and tactically.  Not a bunker on the hole and it doesn’t need one. The tee 
box is on what appears to be the highest point on the property and looks three stories down to an inviting 
landing area below.  The hole does not have a lot of width-flanked by woods and creek all the way up the left 
and tall mounding up the right-but it is sufficient if you do not hit any wild curves.  From the tee you will note a 
small dent in the driving area on the left starting about 200 from the green.  This is a clever cueing device that 
says the best place to be is just to the right of that sliver.  From that landing area it calls for a draw approach to a 
diagonally set green 5 to 11 across some rough on the left.  The green complex is set into a hill on the right the 
size of a small office building and has a sharp fall off left to a serious grass depression and maybe a snake 
habitat below that.  Hitting this green in regulation is a real accomplishment. 
 
#15 Par 4 342/330 
 
 The first of two short technical holes in a row.  This one is just short enough to temp the bombers to try 
to reach.  The entire hole is set up on a ledge just across an abyss.  Best line is right at the bunker on the right 
that begins at 100 and ends at about 70.  There is a second nasty green side bunker that flanks the entire left of 
the green keeping a hook from ending up in the oblivion.  I think 3 wood here to the left edge of the right 



fairway bunker is the spot.  Don’t hook it off this tee-problems on the left once you amble off the fairway.  The 
green is a diagonal ramped affair 5 to 11,  the shot in will be a soft draw working up the line of the green.  Steep 
ramp on the front of this green-if the pin is on the back you have to fly it back there.  This is your best chance 
for a birdie coming home. 
 
#16 Par 4 351/344 
 
 Another artistic offering-the designer found a way to salvage a low water plane off a creek bed and 
create a marvelous slinging short dogleg to the left that will just captivate you from tee to green.  This time it 
doglegs to the left on a high shelf he created around a grass depression starting at about 150 yards.  I actually 
like driver here aimed at the cart path that runs up the hill toward the green.  If you avoid hooking it you can 
have a very short iron into a long shoe tongue green with three distinct steps.  There is a massive bunker below 
the left side of the green that would be a nightmare to play from.  If you miss left off the tee aim at the brick 
retaining wall on the right that keeps the houses from falling into this green-there is a nice pitching area to play 
from short right of the putting surface.  As you come up to the green from where you played your second take a 
second to notice the sorcerer’s star someone hung on the back of their house on the hill.  It is an optical illusion 
but it looks like it is suspended in the air about 20 feet from the house.  There is all kinds of alchemy going on 
with this hole-crafty design and a terrific challenge are the result. 
 
#17 Par 3 181/150 
 
 This is a simple looking hole-no more than a short iron to a green without much sand protection.  What 
you do not see from the tee is that the right front of the green is carved out to create another false side donut 
hole that will leave your ball in a mowed depression with a difficult elevation pitch back up to the surface.  The 
green is 46 yards long but very narrow in the front half so you have to be articulate with your approach.  Again 
there are three distinct pods to this green-high shelf back left, lower area side right, and a narrow ramped foyer 
up front. 
 
 
#18 Par 5 515/504 
 
 If the match is on the line and you have a predisposition to a right to left curve this final hole is a 
nightmare to end the round.  Pretty much the 18th at Bulle Rock as a par 5.  Major water from tee to green on 
the left and it encroaches big time into the landing areas on all shots.  Drive should be straight to right center 
into a tempest of mounds and depressions-any left curve will be accentuated by the ground and bring the water 
into play. As he did on #14 there is a distinct dent in the left center of the fairway to emphasize that the best 
drive position is just above that on the right.  Your second is a lay up to right center at 100-the water pinches in 
just beyond this so you cannot hit it any further unless you have lost your mind and decided to carry it all the 
way to the wharf green hanging above the water.  From the lay up zone you get a look straight up the ramped 
long green collared by a bunker wrapping the left side of the hole and around the back.  Bail out on your 
approach would be long and right.  Make a par here and you deserve a cold Samuel Adams. 
 
 


